
Demo Course
What Your Future Holds Essay

You were awarded 126 points out of a possible 145.
Your score for this assignment is 87 for a grade of 'B+'.
This assignment was worth 25 points towards your total grade, of which you received 21.8.

You were graded on the following tasks:
--------------------------------------------------------
Content

A detailed draft is to be presented which includes all required information: Draft includes all required information and is
legible. Points awarded: 7 out of 10.

The student must build a credible thesis statement, correctly outlining the scope of the document and addressing the topic:
The thesis statement names the topic of the essay and outlines the main points to be discussed. Points awarded: 15 out of
15.

The intended audience the author is writing for must be clear. It does not matter if the audience already possessed some
level of knowledge of the subject or if the audience has no prior encounter; the author must correctly write to their intended
reader: Demonstrates a general understanding of the potential reader and uses vocabulary and arguments appropriate for
that audience. Points awarded: 12 out of 15.

Major topics must have clean transitions between them; creating a flow from one idea to another: A variety of thoughtful
transitions are used. They clearly show how ideas are connected. Points awarded: 12 out of 12.

The essay must follow a logical order: Arguments and support are provided in a fairly logical order that makes it
reasonably easy to follow the student's train of thought. Points awarded: 10 out of 15.

The student must offer items support regarding the student’s position. Providing at least 3 pieces of evidence and
addressing potential reader’s concerns will award the highest score: Included 3 or more pieces of evidence (facts,
statistics, examples, real-life experiences) that support the position statement. Additionally, the student anticipated the
reader's concerns, biases or arguments and has provided at least 1 counter-argument. Points awarded: 12 out of 12.

The student included three or more credible reference sources for the basis of their prediction of the future if Information
Systems: The student included at least three credible sources. Points awarded: 10 out of 10.

All supportive facts must be reported accurately: All supportive facts are reported accurately. Points awarded: 10 out of 10.

--------------------------------------------------------
APA Formatting

The student applied proper APA guideline formatting to the body of the paper and all citations: The student correctly
applied APA formatting. Points awarded: 10 out of 10.

The paper must be formatted using APA guidelines. This includes correct title page, runner head, line spacing,
indentations in-text citations, and references page: APA guidelines were followed, but there were some mistakes present.
Points awarded: 10 out of 15.

The in-text citations are to be properly formatted to APA specifications: All in-text citations were correctly formatted. Points
awarded: 5 out of 5.

--------------------------------------------------------
Grammatical Mechanics

The paper met the page length requirements of between three and four pages, double spaced: The paper length was of
the correct length, between three and four pages. Points awarded: 6 out of 6.

Correct grammar and spelling is essential to keep from distracting from the content of a document. Trusting a computer’s
spell checker is not enough, an author must proofread their work: Student makes 1-2 errors in grammar or spelling that
distracts the reader from the content. Points awarded: 7 out of 10.




